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Abstract
The problemof estimating the frequency of a two-level atom in a noisy environment is studied. Our
interest is tominimise both the energetic cost of the protocol and the statistical uncertainty of the
estimate. In particular, we prepare a probe in a ‘GHZ-diagonal’ state bymeans of a sequence of qubit
gates applied on an ensemble of n atoms in thermal equilibrium.Noise is introduced via a
phenomenological time-non-local quantummaster equation, which gives rise to a phase-covariant
dissipative dynamics. After an interval of free evolution, the n-atomprobe is globallymeasured at an
interrogation time chosen tominimise the error bars of the final estimate.Wemodel explicitly a
measurement schemewhich becomes optimal in a suitable parameter range, and are thus able to
calculate the total energetic expenditure of the protocol. Interestingly, we observe that scaling up our
multipartite entangled probes offers no precision enhancement when the total available energy  is
limited. This is at stark contrast with standard frequency estimation, where larger probes—more
sensitive but alsomore ‘expensive’ to prepare—are always preferred. Replacing  by the resource that
places themost stringent limitation on each specific experimental setup, would thus help to formulate
more realisticmetrological prescriptions.
1. Introduction
While (classical)metrology is concernedwith producing themost accurate estimate of some relevant parameter,
quantummetrology is aimed at exploiting genuinely quantum traits to go beyond classicalmetrological limits
[1–3]. Classically, therewould be no difference between running some estimation protocol sequentiallyN times
on one probe, and running the same protocol simultaneously on n (uncorrelated) copies of that probe for
M=N/n rounds. Quantum-mechanically, however, such n-partite probe can be prepared in an entangled
state, so that its estimation efficiency grows super-extensively3. Here ‘super-extensive’ stands for faster-than-linear
in the probe size, and the ‘estimation efficiency’ is proportional to the inverse of themean squared error.
More precisely, under rather weak conditions, the statistical uncertainty of the estimate of some parameter
d= ¯y y y may be tightly lower-bounded as Fd ( )Oy M1 y [10, 11], whereF ( )Oy denotes the Fisher
information of a sufficiently large numberM ofmeasurements of the observableO on the n-partite probe.
Importantly—although often disregarded—the lengthM of the dataset used to build the estimatewill always be
capped by the limited availability of some essential resource; that is, if r is the amount of resource consumed
per round, =M r and hence,  d hy 1 , were Fh º ( )O ry is the estimation efficiency. A scaling
such as h ~ nc, with c>1, would be the hallmark of quantum-enhanced sensing.
Although the unavoidable effects of environmental noise often cancel out any quantumadvantage [12–16], a
super-extensive growth of the efficiencymay still be attained under time-inhomogeneous phase-covariant noise
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Further improvementsmay follow from setting up interactions within the probe [4–9], although such a scenario will not be considered in
this paper.
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[17–20], and evenmore generic Ohmic dissipation [21], noise with a particular geometry [22, 23], or setups
involving quantum error correction [24–26].
For instance, when it comes to frequency estimation, the total running time  is usually regarded as the
resource to be optimally partitioned [12]. Note that, even if features such as the amount of entanglement,
coherence [27], or squeezing [28] in the initial state of the probe, or the internal interaction range among its
constituents [4–7, 9] could all be regarded as legitimatemetrological resources, these do notfit in our framework.
That is, even if, e.g., the amount of entanglement in the preparation of an n-partite probewas severely limited in
practice, this would not cap the number of roundsM of the estimation protocol—a fresh copy of the same
entangled state would be supplied at the start of every iteration until either time, the overall number of probe
constituents, or the available energy have been fully consumed.
In our case, we shall look precisely at the total energy consumed  , and show that the notion of optimality
that follows from themaximisation of an energy efficiency differs fundamentally from the one based solely on
the portioning of the available time. In particular, while themaximisation of a time efficiency encourages the use
ofmultipartite entangled probeswith n as large as possible, energetic considerations advice against it—the high
costs associatedwith the creation andmanipulation of largemultipartite correlated states does not pay off from
themetrological viewpoint. In this way, we put into qualitative terms the intuitive notion thatmulti-particle
entanglement-enabledmetrologymay not always be practical [29].
In particular, as illustrated infigure 1, we consider an ensemble of n initially thermal two-level atoms that are
brought, through a sequence of qubit gates, into a sensitiveGHZ-diagonal state [30] (see section 2.1). Such
entangled probe is left to evolve freely under the action of time-non-local covariant noise. Specifically, we resort
to a phenomenological quantummaster equation [31–33]which explicitly accounts formemory effects and
gives rise to a non-divisible dissipative dynamics [33] (see section 2.2 for full details).We then devise a
measurement protocol consisting of a sequence of qubit gates followed by an energymeasurement (see
section 2.3).We further provide the specificmeasurement setting forwhich this scheme becomes optimal for
frequency estimation in a suitable parameter range (see section 2.4). By looking at the changes in the average
energy of the probe during the preparation andmeasurement stages, we explicitly obtain the total energetic cost
per round.Wefind that adjusting the free evolution time so as tomaximise the time efficiency of the protocol
does lead to a super-extensive scaling in the probe size; specifically n3/2 or ‘Zeno scaling’ [18, 19]. In contrast, the
energy efficiency of the very same probe, decaysmonotonically with n, evenwhen the time is chosen tomaximise
it (see section 3).
Interestingly, note that the observed super-extensive growth of the time efficiency is attainedwhile starting
from thermal qubits that are prepared into aGHZ-diagonal state. In an accompanying article [34] the same
super-extensive growth of the time efficiency is found for an arbitrary set of qubits prepared in aGHZ-diagonal
state for frequency estimation in a noisy environment. TheGHZ-diagonal state had been conjectured to be
optimal for phase estimationwithmixed probes in the absence of noise [30]. Here, we show that they lead to
optimal scaling even in a noisy scenario.We also observe that, in our setting,memoryless ‘Markovian’ dissipative
dynamics generally produces less efficient estimates, thus suggesting thatmemory effectsmight be beneficial for
the energy efficiency of parameter estimation (see section 3).
Figure 1.Circuit representation of the (a) preparation, (b) free evolution, and (c) readout stages of our estimation protocol, as
discussed in themain text. (a)Aprobe system composed of 1 control (c) qubit and n−1 register (r) qubits, initially in a thermal state
r0, is prepared into aGHZ-diagonal state r3 by a sequence ofCNOT, Hadamard [H], andCNOT gates. (b)The system is left to evolve
freely for a time tunder a noisy environment according to amaster equationwith amemory kernel; this amounts to the action of the
phase-covariant channelΛ, which imprints a phasef=ω t on the qubits while inducing dissipation effects, overall transforming the
state of the system into r4. (c)Apre-measurement sequence of qubit rotations,CNOT gates, and a rotatedHadamard on the control
qubit is applied, leading to the state r ;6 each rounded rectangle (ζ) indicates a single-qubit rotation by an angle ζ, described by the
unitary sz-e i 2z . The system isfinallymeasured in the energy basis to estimate the frequencyωwith optimal efficiency.
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2.Methods
2.1. Probe initialisation
The systemof interest is an ensemble of n non-interacting two-level atoms thermalised at temperatureT, whose
frequencyωneeds to be estimated. For simplicity of notationwe shall set ÿ and the Boltzmann constant kB to 1 in
all what follows. Each atomhas aHamiltonian s= wh z2 and is initially in the state
  =
-
+( ) ( )12 1 00 1 , 1
where the polarisation bias  = w( )tanh T2 so that  µ -( )h Texp , and sz denotes the zPaulimatrix. The
globalHamiltonian is = wH Jz2 , where    s s s= Ä + Ä Ä + + ÄÄ - Ä - Ä -Jz z n z n n z1 2 1 and the total
initial state is simply
    


r = º Ä = - +
Ä Ä - Ä -
Ä -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
( )
( )
( )1
2
1 0
0 1
, 2n c r
n
n
n0
1
1
1
wherewe have labelled the first atom as c for ‘control qubit’while the rest are tagged r, for ‘register’.
We shall prepare our n-atomprobe in aGHZ-diagonal state bymeans of aCNOT transformation, followed
by aHadamard gate and a furtherCNOT (see figure 1(a)) [30]. That is, wefirst apply the unitary
 sñ á Ä + ñ á ÄÄ - Ä -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣0 0 1 1c c n c c x n1 1on r0. Introducing the denotation s sºA¯ Ax x, this yields




r = - +
Ä -
Ä -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
( )
( ) ¯
( )1
2
1 0
0 1
. 3
n
n1
1
1
Then, theHadamard transformation s sº + Ä -( )UH x z n12 1 acts solely on the control qubit:
 
 
 
 
 r = - + + --
Ä - Ä -
Ä - Ä -
Ä - Ä -
Ä - Ä -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
( )1
4
1
4
, 4
n n
n n
n n
n n2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
andfinally, the secondCNOT transformation leads to
 

 

 r s s= - + + -
Ä - Ä -
Ä -
Ä - Ä -
Ä -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
( )
¯
¯ ( ) ( )1
4 h.c.
1
4 h.c.
, 5
n
x
n
n
n
x
n
n3
1 1
1
1 1
1
where themissing elements are justHermitian conjugates of the opposite corners of eachmatrix. The resulting
state will subsequently undergo dissipative evolution (see section 2.2) before being interrogated.
Aswewill see in section 2.2, ourmodel of dissipation gives rise to phase-covariant dynamics. It is known that
themean squared error of frequency estimatedwith this type of noise can be tightly lower-bounded below the
standard quantum limit [19, 20]. It was further shown that this bound is asymptotically saturable by using (pure)
GHZ input states. On the other hand, (mixed)GHZ-diagonal states such as r3were found to performwell—and
conjectured to be optimal—in noiseless phase estimationwithmixed probes [30]. In section 3wewill illustrate
that the optimal ‘Zeno scaling’, introduced in [18, 19], can also be attainedwith suchGHZ-diagonal states.
Even though in the present paperwewill limit ourselves toGHZ-diagonal preparations, it seems interesting
to compare the size scaling of themetrological performance of different preparations. Onewould certainly find
that some preparationsmay allow for amore energy-efficient estimation than others at fixed probe size.
Unfortunately, as wewill see below, our calculations rely heavily on the simple analytical structure ofGHZ-
diagonal states undergoing phase-covariant dissipation. Thismakes it difficult to extrapolate our results to other
initial states.
Finally, note that the energetic cost of this initialisation stage  r r= -{ ( )}Htrinit 3 0 is linear in the probe
size and evaluates to
 w= ( )n1
2
. 6init
At this point, onemaywonder why dowe not cool downprobes to the ground state before starting the
estimation protocol so as toworkwith pure rather thanmixed states. This could certainly be done (e.g. by
coherent feedback cooling), so long as the corresponding energy cost cool is added to the total energetic
bookkeeping—just like (6), coolwould scale linearly in n. Such cooling stage is anyway not essential, andwewill
keep it out of the picture inwhat follows, thus avoiding tomodel it explicitly.
2.2. Free evolution
2.2.1. Phenomenological master equation
In order to account for the environmental effects in our probe, wewill assume that each atom evolves according
to a time-non-localmaster equation (see figure 1(b))with a phenomenological exponentially decayingmemory
3
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kernel [31]. The reason for this choice is that the resulting dissipative dynamics is phase-covariant, as opposed to
the one following from amore canonical setting, such as the spin-bosonmodel [21, 35]. This will eventually
allowus to establish a connectionwith known results in the literature [20].Moreover, due to its simplicity, the
model considered here can be solved exactly.
Specifically, we shall think of a generic scenario inwhich a two-level atomwithHamiltonian h interacts with
a bath (HB) through the interaction term Hint. In the interaction picturewith respect to the freeHamiltonian
= +H h HB0 (indicatedwith subindex I inwhat follows), our phenomenological equationwould read
 ò= -( ) ( ) ( )t sf t s sdd d , 7I
t
I
0
with lº l-( ) ∣ ∣f t e t andwhere denotes theGorini–Kossakowski–Lindblad–Sudarshan (Markovian)
generator [36, 37]
     s s s s s s s sº G - + G -w w- + + - + - + - - + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠{ } { } ( )
1
2
,
1
2
, . 8I I I I I
Here +{· ·}, stands for anti-commutator, and the decay rates areΓω≡ γ0 [1+(eω/T−1)−1] and
Γ−ω=e
−ω/T Γω . Equation (7) comes with the advantage of explicitly introducingmemory effects into the
dynamics. Note, however, that onemust be careful when dealingwithmaster equations that lack amicroscopic
derivation [38–40] as they often lead to unphysical results. In particular, equation (7) breaks positivity iff

gl 140
[32]. Importantly, the thermal sate  is the stationary point equation (7), which is, in turn, consistent with our
choice of initial state in section 2.1.
At this point, onemay still wonder why not to choose an arguablymore realistic non-covariant noisemodel
derived from first principles, as in [21]. Itmust be noted that—unlike in [21]—we need to know the explicit
formof the time-evolved state for arbitrarily large probes. This is a prerequisite for gauging the energy cost of the
measurement stage, and, eventually, assessing the asymptotic scaling of the overall estimation efficiency. A noise
model lacking the ‘niceties’ of covariant channels not only does compromise our ability to analytically evolve the
state of the probe, but is also likely to render our proposedmeasurement scheme sub-optimal. On the plus side,
however, covariant dissipation follows quite naturally from generic noisemodels whenever the ubiquitous
rotating-wave approximation is well justified [21, 35]. Furthermore, as it can be seen by comparing [20]with
[34] and our results below, the details of the specific covariant dissipationmodel do not seem to affect the
qualitative asymptotic features of the estimation protocol.
2.2.2. Connection to the damped Jaynes–Cummingsmodel
The seemingly arbitrary choice ofmemory kernel in equation (7)may be justified by considering the damped
Jaynes–Cummingsmodel on resonance; that is, a two-level atom in an empty and leaky cavity. This setup can be
effectively described by theHamiltonian
ås s sw w= + + +
m
m m m+ -( ) ( )† †H B B b b
2
, 9zJC
where º å +m m m m( )†B b bg and the system-bath coupling constants gμmake up the Lorentzian spectral density
w d w w= å - =m m m p
g l
w w l- +( ) ( ) ( )J g
2 1
2
0
2
2 2 [31, 35].
Assumingweak coupling, the use of a second-orderNakajima–Zwanzigmaster equation [35, 41, 42] is
justified. This reads
  ò= - Ä[ ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ]] ( )H Ht s t s sdd d tr , , , 10I
t
B I B
0
JC JC
where the interaction pictureHamiltonian is s s= ++ -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†H B Bt t t t tJC , with s s= w  ( )t e ti and
= å +m m m w m w- m m( ) ( )†B b bt g e et ti i . The state of the environment and the trace over its degrees of freedom are
denoted by B and trB, respectively.
Combining equations (9) and (10) one arrives to amaster equationwith the same structure as (7) at zero
temperature [35], in which the bath correlation function ò w wá ñ = ¢ ¢ =w w g l l- ¢ - -( ) ( ) ( )† ( )( )B Bt s Jd e et s ti 20
plays the role of thememory kernel. In spite of this remark, we emphasise that (7) remains a purely
phenomenological equation, as the decay ratesΓω are evaluated at arbitrary temperatureT.
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2.2.3. Dissipative dynamics as a phase-covariant channel
Alternatively, (7) can be brought into the Schrödinger picture and cast in the equivalent time-local form
   
   
s s s s
s s s s s s
g
g g
=- + -
+ - + -
+ + - - + +
- - + + - +
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
[ ] ( ) { }
( ) { } ( )( ) ( )
h
t
t
t t
d
d
i ,
1
2
,
1
2
, . 11z z z
For the sake of completeness, we include here the time-dependent decay rates γ±(t) and γz(t) , derived in [33]
g x= - ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t
t
t
1
2
1
d
d
log and 12R
g xx=( )
( )
( )
( )t
t
t
t
1
4
d
d
log , 13z
R
R 2
2
where x º - + -l l l- -
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ) ( )( )t R Re sinh 1 4 cosh 1 4R t R t t2 11 4 2 2 and = glR 0 .
As argued in [20], the dissipative dynamics following from equations such as (11) can be cast a phase-
covariant qubit channel  = L( ) ( )[ ( )]t t 0 , i.e. amap such that  L = Lj j◦ ◦ , where
  ºj j j-e eh hi i and ‘ ◦ ’ stands for channel composition. Thesemaps can be parametrised as
h w h w
h w h w
k h
L =
-^ ^
^ ^

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )t
t t t t
t t t t
t t
1 0 0 0
0 cos sin 0
0 sin cos 0
0 0
, 14
where thematrix L( )t acts on v   s s s=( ) ( { ( )} { ( )} { ( )})0 1, tr 0 , tr 0 , tr 0x y z to yield v v= L( ) ( ) ( )t t 0 , so
that v v v v s s s= + + +( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )t t t t tx y z12 1 2 3 4 .
For the ensuing dynamics to be completely positive, onemust have h k( ) ( )t t 1and
h h k+ +^( ) ( ) ( )t t t1 4 2 2 . Additionally, since themap describes the action of the environment, it should
asymptotically bring the two-level atomback to thermal equilibrium. This entails k h¥ = - - ¥( ) [ ( )]1 z .
Following [20] one readily finds that equation (7) corresponds to

h
k h
= + + -
=- -
a
l
a
l a a
- + a
a

( ) [ ( ) ]
( ) [ ( )] ( )
( )
t
A
A A
t t
e
2
e 1 1 and
1 , 15
t A
t A
1 2
whereαä{P,⊥ } , = -A R1 4 , and = -A^ R1 2 .
2.2.4. State of the probe after the noisy evolution
Having discussed the details of the noisemodel, let us explicitly write the time-evolved state r rº L Ä[ ] n4 3 after
the action of the channel of equations (14) and (15). Its application to a generic qubit state yields
* *
a a h
h b bL =
+
+
j
j
- - ^
^ -
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( )a cc b a b cc a bee , 161 1
i
i
1 1
with a h kº + +( )s1s 12 , b h kº - -( )s1s
1
2
, andj≡ω t . As a result
  
 
  
 


r s
s
a a h
b b
a a h
b b
= - L + L LL + L
+ + L + L - LL + L
j
j
Ä - - Ä - - ^ Ä -
Ä - - Ä -
- Ä - Ä - - ^ Ä -
- Ä - Ä -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
[ ] [ ¯ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ¯ ]
[ ] [ ¯ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ¯ ]
( )
1
4
e
h.c.
1
4
e
h.c.
, 17
n n
x
n
n n
n n
x
n
n n
4
1
1
1
1 i 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 i 1
1
1
1
1
wherewe have dropped the explicit time dependence from the noise parameters for brevity.We shall not attach
any energetic cost to this stage of the estimation protocol as it corresponds to free dissipative evolution.
2.3. Probe readout
Before the probe is interrogated, it will need to undergo a pre-measurement stage, consisting of sequence of three
unitaries: first, each atomwill be rotated by an angle ζ1 via  zÄn1 . Then, aCNOT transformation and the
generalisedHadamard gate
5
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z = = - Ä
s sz z z
z
- - -⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )U Ue e
1
2
1 e
e 1
, 18H H n2
i
2
i
2
i
i
1z z
2 2 2
2
will be sequentially applied (seefigure 1(c)). An energymeasurement can then be performed on the probe in
order to build the frequency estimate. Aswe shall argue in section 2.4 below, in the limitR= 1 , the angles (ζ1,
ζ2)may be chosen so that the statistical uncertainty of the resulting estimate is (nearly)minimal.
Let us thus obtain the probabilities associatedwith an energymeasurement on thefinal state of the probe.
The state after  zÄ -n 11 and theCNOT transformation reads
  
 
  
 


r s s
s s
a a h
b b
a a h
b b
= - L + L LL + L
+ + L + L - LL + L
f
f
Ä - - Ä - - ^ Ä -
Ä - - Ä -
- Ä - Ä - - ^ Ä -
- Ä - Ä -
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
[ ] [ ¯ ] ( [ ] )
[ ] [ ¯ ]
[ ] [ ¯ ] ( [ ] )
[ ] [ ¯ ]
( )
1
4
e
h.c.
1
4
e
h.c.
, 19
n n
x x
n
n n
n n
x x
n
n n
5
1
1
1
1 i 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 i 1
1
1
1
1
wheref≡ω t+ζ1 , i.e. the action of  zÄ -n 11 amounts to replacingj j z + 1 in (17).
It will bemore convenient to cast r5 in an alternative form. To that end, note that
  a bL = ñá + ñá- -[ ] ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣0 0 1 1 , whereas L Ä[ ] 2= a ñá- ∣ ∣00 112 +  a b ñá- - (∣ ∣01 01 +
bñá + ñá-∣ ∣) ∣ ∣10 10 11 112 . Generalising to an arbitrary power l yields
  å a bL = ñáÄ
=
-
- -[ ] ∣ ∣ ( )( ¯ ) ( ) x x , 20l
x
h x h x
l l
0
2 1l
l l
where xl stands for the l-digit binary representation of x and h(x) denotes the number of non-zero digits in xl (i.e.
itsHammingweight). In turn, x¯l represents the bitwise negation of xl. Caremust be taken not to confuse the
scalar function (·)h with the single-atomHamiltonian h, nor the bitwise negation x¯l with themap  s s=¯ x x.
Quantities such as L Ä[ ¯ ] l, L[ ], and L[ ¯ ] follow from equation (20) bymaking the replacements
 -  ,  a b- - , and  a b- , respectively, while s ñ = ñÄ ∣ ¯ ∣x xx l l l , and
  ås hL = - + ñájÄ ^
=
-
- -⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠[ ] ∣ ¯ ∣ ( )
( ¯ ) ( )
[ ( ¯ ) ( )] x x
1
2
1
2
e . 21x l
l
x
h x h x
h x h x
l l
0
2 1
i
l
l l
l l
Putting together all the above and dropping the sub-indices l=n−1 in the interest of a lighter notation
yields
år = Ä ñáff=
- -- ⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ∣ ∣ ( )
( )
( )
a c
c b
x x
e
e
, 22
x
x
f x
x
f x
x x
5
0
2 1 i
i
n 1
with the definitions
   
   
   
a b a b
a b a b
h
º +
º +
º - + - - +
º - +
- + - +
- - + +
^
+
+ +
( )
( )
[( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ]
( ) ( ¯) ( ) ( )
( ¯) ( ) ( ¯) ( )
( ) ( ¯) ( ) ( ¯)
( ¯) ( ) ( ) ( ¯)
a
b
c
f x h x h x
1
2
,
1
2
,
2
1 1 1 1 , and
1. 23
x
h x h x h x h x
x
h x h x h x h x
x
n
n
h x h x h x h x
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
Similarly, thefinal state of the protocol (i.e. r rz z= ( ) ( )†U UH H6 2 5 2 ) is
*år = Ä ñá
z
z=
- -- ⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˜ ˜
˜ ˜
∣ ∣ ( )a c
c b
x x
e
e
, 24
x
x x
x x
6
0
2 1 i
i
n 1
2
2
where
z f
z f
z f
º + + -
º + - -
º - - -
˜ [ ( ( ) )]
˜ [ ( ( ) )]
˜ [ ( ( ) )] ( )
a a b c f x
b a b c f x
c a b ic f x
1
2
2 cos ,
1
2
2 cos , and
1
2
2 sin . 25
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
2
2
2
Therefore, ameasurement of r6 in the energy basis ñ Ä ñ ñ Ä ñ{∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ }x x0 , 1 has the following associated
probabilities
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rr
z w z
z w z
= á ñ = + + - +
= á ñ = + - - +
∣ ∣ [ [ ( )( )]]
∣ ∣ [ [ ( )( )]] ( )
( )
( )
p x x a b c f x t
p x x a b c f x t
0, 0,
1
2
2 cos and
1, 1,
1
2
2 cos , 26
h x x x x
h x x x x
0, 6 2 1
1, 6 2 1
where all eigenvectors with the same number of 1s (i.e. h(x)) on the register yield the same probability.
Equation (26)will be used below to obtain a saturable lower bound on themean squared error of the resulting
frequency estimate.
We now look into the energetic cost of the pre-measurement stage   r r= -( ) ( )meas 6 4 . Let us re-write
the systemHamiltonian in the same notation as equations (22) and (24). That is,
åw= - - - ñá + - + ñá
=
-
[( ( ) ( ¯) )∣ ∣ ( ( ) ( ¯) )∣ ∣] ( )H h x h x x x h x h x x x
2
1 0, 0, 1 1, 1, . 27
x
n
0
1
Hence,  r rº( ) { }Htr4 4 writes as
 år w w k= - - - + - + =
=
--
( ) [( ( ) ( ¯) ) ( ( ¯) ( ) ) ] ( )h x h x a h x h x b n
2
1 1
2
, 28
x
x x4
0
2 1n 1
whereas

 å
å
r r
w h k w z w z
= = - - + - +
= - + + - - +
=
-
=
-
-
 ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
( ) { } [( ( ) ( ¯) ) ˜ ( ( ) ( ¯) ) ˜ ]
( )( ) [ ( )] ( )
H h x h x a h x h x b
n
n
m
c f t
tr 1 1
2
1
1
cos , 29
x
x x
m
n
m m
6 6
0
2 1
2 2 2
0
1
2 1
n 1
where the sub-indicesm indicate theHammingweightm=h(x) of the argument x of the corresponding
coefficients, i.e. cx and fx. At our optimal prescription (ζ1, ζ2) the pre-measurement energetic cost is always
positive  > 0meas .
Note that we are deliberately leaving the projective part of themeasurement out of our energetic
bookkeeping. In some setups such as nuclearmagnetic resonance, this could be justified, as projective
measurements aremimicked by suitable rotations followed by free decay. In other cases itmay be necessary to
supplement meas with a ‘projection cost’ proj. Similarly, depending on the specific projectionmodel, the sharp
probabilities in equation (26)might need to bemodified—a ‘measurement apparatus’ at some finite
temperaturewould arguably introduce thermally distributed randombit flips during the readout, thusmaking
themeasurement noisy. Neither the potential extra cost nor the errors in the interrogationwould qualitatively
affect our results.
While very generalmodels of projectivemeasurement schemes, and thermodynamic analyses thereof,may
be found in the literature (see e.g. [43–49], just tomention some), it is not our intention tomake generic
statements about the energy efficiency of frequency estimation. Instead, we settle for showing how looking at the
energetic aspect of parameter estimation in a specific example can in fact change dramatically the usual notions
ofmetrological optimality.
2.4. ‘Error bars’ of the estimate
2.4.1. (Classical) Fisher information
Recall from section 1 that themean squared error of a frequency estimate w w dw= ¯ constructed from a
sufficiently large number ofmeasurementsM of some generic observableO, can be tightly lower-bounded as
Fdw w( )OM1 [50], whereFw( )O stands for the (classical) Fisher information. In our case,Fw( )H can be
readily computed from the probability distribution of an energymeasurement on r6 (see equation (26)); namely
as
F å å= ¶ + ¶ = - ¶ + ¶w w w w w
=
-
=
--
⎜ ⎟
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )
( )
( )
( )
H
p
p
p
p
n
m
p
p
p
p
1
. 30
x
h x
h x
h x
h x m
n
m
m
m
m0
2 1
0,
2
0,
1,
2
1, 0
1
0,
2
0,
1,
2
1,
n 1
When evaluating these derivatives, onemust bear inmind that

= glR 0 does depend onω, as  =
w( )tanh T2 .
However, in ourmodelFw( )H may bewell approximated by takingR and ò as constants, in the limitRλ= 1 .
That is,
F å z z wz z w
- + - + - +
+ - + - +w =
-
 ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( )
( ) ( ) [ ( )( )]
( ) [ ( )( )]
( )H n
m
a b c n m t m n t
a b c m n t
1 4 2 sin 2
4 cos 2
. 31
m
n
m m m
m m m0
1 2 2 2 2
2 1
2 2 2
2 1
For even n, themeasurement setting z z w= -p p( ) ( ¯ )t, ,1 2 2 2 maximisesFw( )H , while for odd n, one needs
to choose z z w= -p( ) ( ¯ )t, , 01 2 2 . Note that w¯ should not be thought-of as a variable, but as the best available
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estimate of the atomic frequency at any given stage. As the knowledge aboutω is refined, the value of w¯ should be
updated, and themeasurement setting, adaptivelymodified. Although itmay seem counter-intuitive, undoing
the precession  wÄtn on all atoms after the free evolution, improves the sensitivity to smallfluctuations ofω
around its average w¯ and thus, helps to reduce δω.
2.4.2. Optimality of themeasurement scheme
Wenow answer the question of whether another observable ¹O H may give a better frequency estimate by
comparingFw( )H with the quantumFisher information (QFI) F=w w( )OF supO [51, 52]. This can be
computed from the state r4 right after the free evolution stage or, equivalently, from r5, as Fω is invariant under
unitary transformations. TheQFI is [53]
å rnn n= + áX ¶ X ñw w¢= ¢
¢
( )
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )F 4 , 32
s s
x
s
x
s
x
s x
s
x
s
,
2 5
2
where nx and X ñ∣ x are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of r5. Specifically, these are
n = +  D
X ñ= -  D ñ + ñ
+ -  D
Ä ñ
w


( )
∣ ( )∣ ∣
( )
∣ ( )
( )
a b
a b c
c a b
x
1
2
and
0 2 e 1
4
, 33
x x x x
x
x x x x
tf x
x x x x
i
2 2
whereD º - +( )a b c4x x x x2 2 . Once again, we place ourselves in the limit of smallRλ , andfind that
ráX ¶ X ñ =w ∣ ∣ 0x x5 , and thus
å - - +w =
-
 ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
( ) ( )F n
m
n m t c
a b
1 4 2
, 34
m
n
m
m m0
1 2 2 2
which exactly coincides with themaximumof equation (31). Therefore, our proposedmeasurement setting is
indeed optimal forRλ=1 . For arbitraryRλ , however, Fω can be significantly larger than its limiting value (34).
Itmay even be impossible tofind a pair (ζ1, ζ2) so thatF =w w( )H F . Nevertheless, the exactFw( )H always
coincides with (34) at z w= -p ¯ t1 2 and z =
p{ }, 02 2 , evenwhen thismeasurement setting is sub-optimal. This
point is illustrated infigure 2(a).
3. Results and discussion
Recall that, in our scheme, the number of data pointsM that enters the inequality Fdw w( )HM1 is limited
by the available energy  as   = +( )M init meas .We can thus define the energy efficiency
 h º +
w( ) ( )t n F, . 35
init meas
Note that we useFw( )H and Fω indistinctly since, forRλ= 1 , theQFI becomes saturable with our optimal
measurement prescriptions.
Wewill proceed tomaximise h ( )t n, in two steps:first, for given n, we shall find the optimal interrogation
time t . Then, wewill look at the scaling of  h ( )t n, with the probe size. From equations (6), (28), (29), and (34),
Figure 2. (a)ApproximateFw( )H for smallRλ , as in equation (31), (dashed grey curve) and exact Fisher information (solid black
curve), as comparedwith the approximateQFI of equation (34) (dashed grey line) and the exactQFI (solid black line). The angle ζ1 is
set to z w= -p ¯ t1 2 . Note the intersection of the curves at the nearly optimalmeasurement setting ζ2=0 . (b)Optimal interrogation
time  ~ -t n 1 as a function of the size of the probe n. In both plots w w= =¯ 1,T= 200, γ0=10−4 ,λ=5 (Rλ=0.2 ), and t= 1.
In (a), n= 9.
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t can be found numerically. As shown infigure 2(b) it has a power-law-like dependence on the probe size
w µ -t n c, where c 1 (forRλ= 1 ).
Let us place ourselves in the standard scenario, inwhich the total time  is the scarce resource to
‘economise’ on. As usual, we shall work in the limitRλ= 1 and denote the corresponding optimal sampling
time by  ¢t , respectively. Infigure 3(a)we illustrate that  h ¢( )t n, can scale super-extensively under our time-
inhomogeneous dissipative dynamics—even if we start from (mixed) thermal probes. Specifically, we recover
the Zeno scaling (δω)2∼1/n3/2 [18, 19].
What figure 3(a) suggests is that, if a large numberN of two-level atomswere available, it would be sensible to
batch them together in an entangledGHZ-diagonal state and partition the available running time  into
prepare-and-measure segments of length ¢t —the larger the probe, the better the resulting estimate.
In contrast, figure 3(b) tells a completely different story: when adopting an entangledGHZ-diagonal
preparation, the efficiency  h ( )t n, decreases rapidly as the probe is scaled up in size (in this case
 h ~ -( )t n n, 1 3, although the exponent is non-universal). This is so because, while  + ~( ) ninit meas , the
QFI exhibits a slower power-law-like growth.Hence, if therewas a cap on the total available energy  , one could
produce amore accurate frequency estimate bymanipulating the uncorrelated atoms locally rather than
attempting to build such an ‘expensive’ entangled state. Our numerics show that this qualitative behaviour
persists even if wemove away from the regime ofRλ= 1 and search for themeasurement setting (ζ1, ζ2) and
interrogation time t which jointlymaximise F  h z z z z= +w( ) ( ) [ ( )]Ht n, , , ,1 2 init meas 1 2 .
Another natural question to ask in this setting is whether the environmentalmemory time plays any role in
the energy efficiency of frequency estimation. Infigure 3(c)we illustrate how  h ( )t n, decays withλ at any given
n. Recall from equation (7) that increasingλ corresponds to reducing the bathmemory time, thusmaking the
dissipation ‘moreMarkovian’. Our setting thus showcases howmemory effects in the dissipative dynamics can
improve the performance of a specific parameter estimation task. Elucidatingwhethermemory effects play an
instrumental role in energy-efficient frequency estimation requires amore general analysis that we defer for
futurework.
4. Conclusions
Wehave studied the problemof noisy frequency estimationwhen the total available energy  is limited. In each
round of our estimation protocol, an ensemble of n initially thermal two-level atoms is brought into aGHZ-
diagonal formbymeans of a simple sequence of qubit gates.We quantified the energetic cost of the preparation
stage init by looking at the ensuing increase in the average energy of the probe.
The system is then allowed to evolve freely under the effect of environmental noise. This ismodelled by a
phenomenologicalmaster equationwith built-inmemory effects, which gives rise to phase-covariant free
dissipative dynamics.
After further qubit operations, an energymeasurement is eventually performed on the probe.We showed
that, in a suitable range of parameters, these operations can be chosen so as to globallyminimise the statistical
uncertainty of the final frequency estimate.We also provided the corresponding optimalmeasurement
prescription explicitly. The cost associatedwith the (pre-)measurement stage meas can also be readily calculated
from the change in the average energy of the probe, thus allowing for a comprehensive energetic bookkeeping in
each round of the protocol.
Figure 3. (a)Efficiency   h ¢ = ¢w( )t n F t, at the optimal interrogation time ¢t as a function of the probe size n, in the standard
frequency estimation scenario of limited time  . Note from the inset that, in spite of the fact that the probe is prepared in amixed
GHZ-diagonal state, the efficiency grows super-extensively, as h ~˜ ( )t n n, 3 2, which corresponds to Zeno scaling. (b)Energy
efficiency   h = +w( ) ( )t n F, init meas at the optimal interrogation time t as a function of the probe size n for the same parameters
as (a). In this case, one roughly has  h ~ -( )t n n, 1 3, i.e. from an energetic perspective, using large entangled probes yields no
metrological advantage. In (c), we set n= 2 and investigate how h at t decays asλ grows; that is, in ourmodel, longermemory
times yieldmore energy-efficient frequency estimation than purelyMarkovian dissipation. All parameters are the same as in figure 2.
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We introduced the notion of energy efficiency of the estimation F  h = +w( ) ( )H init meas as ameans to
assess the overall performance of the estimation protocol when there is a cap on the total energy  .We further
found the optimal free evolution time t maximising  h ( )t n, , and noticed that preparing larger probes in
entangledGHZ-diagonal states is always detrimental for the energy efficiency of frequency estimation.
In the standard scenario, one assumes that themost restrictive constraint is instead the limited running time
 of the estimation protocol and resorts to thefigure ofmerit Fh = w( )H t . This growsmonotonically with
nwhen optimised over the free evolution time of the probe, thus suggesting that largemultipartite entangled
probes are, in principle, better. This is so because afigure ofmerit like h fails to capture how ‘difficult’ or
‘costly’ itmay be to prepare those states in practice. Incorporating the energetic dimension to the performance
assessment through our h may be the simplest way to quantitatively account for this ‘difficultness’.
It is true that tracking the average energy changes of the probemay be a crudeway of capturing the actual
limitations in force in realmetrological setups. Likewise, inmany situations, the total time  might indeed place
themost stringent limitation on the achievable precision, thus rendering other considerations irrelevant. Our
observationmerely highlights the importance of formulating quantifiers of themetrological efficiency that
faithfully capture all the relevant constraints in place in each specific scenario.
We also showed that, at any probe size,  h ( )t n, decaysmonotonically with the inverse bathmemory time
λ, hence suggesting that large bath correlation timesmight be a resource for energy-efficient frequency
estimation. This point certainly deserves a deeper andmore general investigation.
Our intended take-homemessage is that different assessments of resources lead to different notions of
optimality. Hence, in order to produce practically usefulmetrological bounds, the stress should be placed on
searching for those figures ofmerit capable of capturing themost stringent limitations at work in each
experimental setup.
To conclude, it is important to remark that we did not optimise our energy efficiency over the initial state of
the probe but rather, adopted theGHZ-diagonal preparation as aworking assumption. The question of whether
or not other forms ofmultipartite sharing of correlations could give rise to amore energetically favourable
scaling remains open and certainly deserves further investigation.
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